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ATHOS + HUISFIT =  

A MAJOR STEP CLOSER TO PERFECTION  
 

THE MAGNIFICENT SCHOONER ATHOS HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY 

CONVERTED – OUTSIDE AND INSIDE – UPDATED AND OPTIMIZED BY 

HUISFIT IN AMSTERDAM. IT WOULD BE HARD TO IMPROVE ON THE 

IMMACULATE MODERN CLASSIC THAT HAS RESULTED.  

 

 
11 November 2022 - Athos has been re-delivered by Huisfit 

following a successful conversion – outside and inside 
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Before acquiring the 62 m / 203 ft Hoek-

designed, Holland Jachtbouw-built Athos 

(2010), the new owner chartered her for a 

year. He fell in love with the boat but saw 

many ways in which she could be optimized 

to enhance the  amenities and user 

experience. As the project evolved in his 

mind, so the refit list grew. And as the refit 

work got under way, so additional 

opportunities to perfect the outcome 

presented themselves.  

 

 

What started as a large refit project soon 

came to embrace all aspects of the Huisfit 

proposition: Refit, Rebuild and Renewal. 

The stern overhang would be extended 

and, on deck, cockpit layouts had to be 

redesigned and a new forward navigation 

deckhouse had to be added. New booms, 

new sails and carbon rigging would ensure 

improved sail management and 

performance. All systems were to be 

updated. A considerable amount of the 

interior was to be replaced or reconfigured 

and updated.  

September 2021 - Athos at arrival  

at Huisfit in Amsterdam  
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Hoek Design was again involved in all naval architecture work to accommodate these 

changes, the interior styling and layout of the new owner’s cabin, one of the guest cabins, 

the main salon, the new crew service area and the navigation deckhouse. Peter Mikic 

Interiors was responsible for the layout and styling of the main deckhouse and for the 

overall guest interior decoration.  
 

Start of 2021 - 2022 conversion project  

Huisfit’s capability and 

reputation for quality led 

to  obtaining the project. 

For the owner, it was a 

bonus to take Athos back 

to the location where she 

was originally built in 

2010, now Huisfit’s 

Amsterdam deep water 

refit facility.  
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On deck: from stern forwards 

Athos’ stern has been extended by 1.25 meter / 4 feet, a seemingly modest extension. Yet 

the concave and convex curves of the new section called for exceptional skills in the design 

and build of the aluminum structure in order to fit perfectly into the aluminum hull. The 

extension, with a relocated pushpit, provides a new two-meter area for sunbeds  behind the 

owners’ private cockpit. 

 

The cockpit itself has been reconfigured for easier access and got extra amenities, including 

a fridge and icemaker. The interior layout and furnishing of the owners’ deckhouse have 

been updated. As a finishing  touch, the new stern section has been complemented by a 

fine teak transom. 
 

Athos’ stern before and after conversion  
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Athos’ aft ship before and after conversion by Huisfit: 

the stern has been extended by 1.25 meter / 4 feet to 

accommodate sunbeds. The owners’ cockpit has been 

reconfigured for easier access and got extra amenities, 

including a fridge and icemaker. 
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Athos after conversion by Huisfit in Amsterdam 
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 The main cockpit and 

deckhouse, aft of the 

mainmast, have been 

extensively modified to 

provide a true social hub 

for meeting and greeting, 

al fresco dining and 

relaxed leisure activity.  

 

The new cockpit is wider 

and longer and can 

comfortably provide dining for 12 people. There is also informal seating for guests to meet 

in smaller groups or find a quiet corner to enjoy a read. Coffee tables are flexibly designed 

in order to adjust to become coffee tables or dining tables. A bar with fridge and icemaker 

has been installed. Just aft of the main cockpit, re-designed dashboard consoles sit to port 

and starboard of the ship’s wheel. 

 

The main deckhouse floor 

has been raised to one 

level and provides an 

enhanced outlook. The 

entire interior, including 

the nav station, was taken 

out and a new design 

installed. The deckhouse 

looks much larger, the 

traffic flow is better and the 

natural light has improved. 

A new classic looking bar has been built on the portside and a couch occupies the space of 

the nav station, while smaller dining tables and casual seating maximize flexibility.  
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More forward the former crew companionway which gave 

access to the crew quarters has been replaced by a larger, 

third deckhouse, styled and crafted in the same style as the 

other deckhouses. 

 

This houses a new navigation and secondary steering 

station and provides additional social space for the crew 

and access below. At the same time, the new design of the 

crew deckhouse improved the flow of the engine room 

ventilation system and reduced the subsequent noise 

considerably. 

 

 

 

 
 

The crew companionway has been  

replaced by a larger, third deckhouse 
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Athos’ crew companionway has been  

replaced by a larger, third deckhouse 
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The new forward, crew deckhouse features 

a new secondary steering station and navigation area 
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Below decks 

The owners’ suite has been totally stripped 

out, re-designed and refitted. An additional 

porthole was made on either side and 

therewith wasted space was eliminated to 

make full use of idle space. There are now 

two bathrooms in place of one and a new 

walk-in closet. Hard paneling has been 

replaced by subtle fabrics and the plank 

flooring has been carpeted to create a warm 

and tranquil ambiance. 

 

Just forward of the owner’s suite, a dayhead 

has been removed. The space thus obtained 

has been incorporated into the aft port 

guest cabin, where a fixed Queen bed and a 

sofa have been added. Along with the other 

three guest cabins, the floor has been 

carpeted and the fielded panels have been 

upholstered. Everything inside the corridor 

that connects the guest cabins has been 

renewed – new walls, new flooring, new 

carpets, even a new chandelier! The biggest 

change in this area was the replacement of 

the original curved staircase to the main 

deckhouse with a beautifully crafted and 

space-liberating new stairway. 

 

 

 

Layout before and after conversion by Huisfit 
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The new owners’ suite under construction 
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From the main deckhouse, stairs forward previously gave access to a lower salon in an open 

plan setting with a showpiece galley. A fireplace was removed and a wall built between the 

two areas to create a cozy and intimate media room to starboard. A long bookcase built 

cross-ships and luxurious new furniture complete the scene.  

 

The galley to port, behind the new wall, has been custom-rebuilt and all equipment updated 

for modern haute cuisine practices. A stewardess station has been added meaning that 

there is more room int he galley for chef.  

 

In the crew quarters, the laundry has all-new appliances, the crew cabins have new floors 

and the crew mess enjoys the benefit of new worktops.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Before and after 

conversion by Huisfit 
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And more? 

There is too much to list here, but other enhancements include all-new navigation, alarm 

and safety systems and new lighting throughout. All PLCs have been changed and pumps 

upgraded. All guest spaces benefit from a state of the art communications and 

entertainment package. The main tender has been completely rebuilt and there is a new 

second tender. The bottom of the hull was blasted to bare aluminum before a full respray. 

 

This was a major, full-on conversion project regularly employing up to fifty skilled people for 

more than a year. Without the exceptional teamwork between the owner’s team, architects, 

designers and the Huisfit team this project might still be ongoing!  
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Acting on behalf of the owner, project manager Jeremy “Bear” Wynne from Wynne 

Projects Ltd. concludes:  
 

“The new Athos looks amazing.  

The multiple modifications have been beautifully done.  

The attention to detail and finish is excellent.  

The additions and modifications have not only improved  

the functionality of the yacht,  

they have also enhanced the appearance. 

The quality of Huisfit’s work is exceptional.” 

 
 

END OF PRESS RELEASE 
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11 November 2022 - Athos has been re-delivered by Huisfit 

following a successful conversion – outside and inside 
 

Editor’s Notes  
 

Main specifications of Athos 

Builder:   Holland Jachtbouw, 2010 

Refit shipyard: Huisfit, 2021 - 2022 

Refit architecture, design and styling:  Hoek Design 

Styling main deckhouse interior:  Peter Mikic Interiors 

Refit, owner’s project management: Wynne Projects Ltd. 

Length before refit:  62 m   / 203ft   

Length after refit:  63.25 m   / 208ft   

Length waterline: 40m   / 132ft 

Beam: 11m   / 36ft 

Draft: 3.5 - 8 m   / 11 - 26ft 
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Athos “before Huisfit conversion” - 2010 profile and layout  
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Athos “after Huisfit conversion” 
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Expertise à la carte  

The Huisfit process brings together the exceptional infrastructure, technology and inhouse 

skills of Royal Huisman and sister company Rondal, with leading industry and specialists to 

provide a bespoke solution for every refit, rebuild and renewal project. An all in one 

competitively tailored package. Huisfit offers solutions for various types of conversions: 

lengthening hulls, adding carbon composite or aluminum superstructures, transformation 

of racing yachts  into luxury yachts, complete replacement of interiors. For further 

information: huisfit.com 

 

 

 
Huisfit offers solutions for various types of 

conversions: lengthening hulls, adding carbon 
composite or aluminum superstructures, 

transformation of racers into luxury yachts, complete 
replacement of interiors. Aside of Athos’ conversion 

some more examples on this page: Feadship 
BROADWATER and the famous carbon composite 

offshore racer MARI CHA IV, nowadays SAMURAI 
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Investing in infrastructure 

Continuous, long-term investment 

in the shipyard has provided Huisfit 

with a comprehensive range of 

infrastructure and facilities that rival 

any to be found within the industry. 

The workshop floor of the largest 

hall in Amsterdam was upgraded 

before the arrival of Athos to be 

ready to accommodate larger and 

heavier refit projects. 

 

 

 

The largest hall some months before the arrival of Athos.  

Below: the new workshop floor at Athos’ re-launch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

State of the art tooling and equipment can be found in all the manufacturing and 

construction departments. Including CNC controlled machine shops that enable perfectly 

matched and detailed repairs or replacements to be fabricated from the widest range of 

marine quality materials such as wood, aluminum, stainless steel, GRP and carbon 

composite. 
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In the hands of the highly 

skilled and experienced 

production team – people 

with an unrelenting passion 

for perfection – the 

shipyard’s facilities, 

equipment and expertise 

are focused on every project 

in complete, productive 

harmony. What continues to 

set Huisfit apart from others, 

is that the shipyard remains 

unique in advancing all 

essential superyacht skills 

and knowledge in-house.  

Athos’ re-launch after conversion by Huisfit in Amsterdam 

 

All projects are able to benefit from the comprehensive and highly regarded design, 

engineering and production capability of the newbuild division of the shipyard in 

Amsterdam and sister company Rondal. 

 
Experience, expertise, 2D and highly sophisticated 3D modelling software enable the 

engineers to develop solutions that optimize functionality, efficiency, use of space and 

serviceability. In-house know-how ensures extremely accurate weight estimation, enabling 

the shipyard to control and correct the all-up displacement and trim of the yacht on 

completion of the work. 

 

Nowadays the shipyard is more flexible capacity-wise than ever before, working in close 

collaboration with selected and highly qualified co-makers. These partnering companies 

work closely together with the shipyard’s in-house team located in the heart of the Dutch 

maritime services cluster. Learn more: huisfit.com/facilities 
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Athos after conversion by Huisfit in Amsterdam.  

The left, largest hall in Amsterdam is semi-permanently lengthened  

for a new Huisfit project.  

Huisfit at a glance 

In summary, Huisfit can accommodate any yacht, from 24 m / 78 ft to 100 m+ / 330  ft+ : 

• Total area: 12,000 sqm / 129,200 ft2 

• Located in the heart of the Dutch maritime services cluster: dense network of partners  

and suppliers 

• Non-tidal location with convenient access to North Sea 

• Three heated main halls for length up to 68 m / 223 ft (and can be extended) 

• Berthing at deep water quay for in-water-work 

• Located just 20 minutes from Amsterdam city center and Schiphol airport 

• Crew accommodation with offices, houses and apartments at the shipyard 

• Access to highly regarded services, expertise and innovation of Rondal (the 

shipyard’s sister company): rigs, deck equipment, composites and much more 
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R eference and current projects 

The Huisfit team for superyacht refits, rebuilds and 

renewal is working on several projects. These include the 

impressive rebuild of motor yacht Atlantide and refits of 

various other – but as yet undisclosed – superyachts. 

Several yachts have reserved slots in Amsterdam for the 

refit seasons ahead. A selection of projects and reviews 

from owner's teams can be found at:  

huisfit.com/references 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Atlantide before and during rebuild. Huisfit 

has an established track record of success 

with restoration projects. Thanks to the 

owners of such historical rebuild projects, 

these yachts will not become forgotten 

history: each one will remain a Living Legend.  
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Download high resolution illustrations 

Many images from this press release can be available on request via: 

Jurjen van ‘t Verlaat: jurjen@huisfit.com or +31 527 243131. 
 

As you might know Huisfit works closely with our clients and members of the yachting press. 

We do this in order to give all our media friends equal support and opportunity. Please 

introduce us to new press colleagues: we will be pleased to assist them and add their 

contact details to future press releases.  


